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Crunching numbers was a necessary
activity when I was in business. By
contrast, dealmaking, closing sales and
getting new customers got my
endorphins pumping.
erefore, I understand the reluctance
my SCORE clients have for writing
business plans and projecting income,
expenses and profit.
Yet their survival depends upon setting
goals by planning and using accurate
projections. It is a roadmap to their
success.
"You need good information to foster
meaningful projections," says Wally
Bishop, a Sarasota resident and volunteer
Manasota SCORE business mentor. "I
don't feel there is one size fits all."
My last two columns, however, showed
that Banco Popular, a small-business
lender, should have applied "one size fits
all" loan underwriting from the Risk
Management Association's statistical
data. Because the bank did not compare
the applicants' financial projections with

RMA, the U.S. Small Business
Administration's inspector general
recommended SBA's loan guarantee be
voided on 10 defaulted loans made to
Huntington Learning Center franchisees.
SBA's inspector general alleges that the
revenue projections were unrealistically
high and the lender did not compare
them to RMA's and SBA's statistical
data.
SCORE mentor Jay Levy says, "I
routinely find that when doing financial
projections, many new entrepreneurs are
overly optimistic on their revenue
projections and very conservative in
estimating their operating expenses."
Borrowers know that high income and
low expenses yield higher cash flow.
Higher cash flow may get them larger
loans.
But former banker Charles Green says
most lenders use RMA "to analyze
business financial statements and
compare the results with the annual
financial statement studies compiled for

each industry." He is a financial
consultant and author of "e SBA Loan
Book." McGraw-Hill is publishing his
next book called, "Get Financing Now."
Green says RMA's financial ratios are the
standard used by many bankers to
authenticate financial projections.
"Meeting the averages is often strong
enough to provide sufficient evidence
that the business is reasonably managed,"
he says.
But to get financing, the projected cash
flow also has to be strong enough to
cover the proposed debt service. And
lenders want a cushion left over for any
unanticipated decrease in revenues or
increase of operating expenses.
"e explanation behind the numbers is
just as important," Green says. "How can
the business increase sales or profits?"
But SCORE's Bishop says small-business
owners do whatever they can to legally
reduce taxable profit. "Don't you know I
used these loopholes and took liberties to
avoid taxes?"

Legally reducing taxable profit for the
Internal Revenue Service and then
increasing cash flow for financing
purposes is problematic. e key is
recasting your financial statements and
including extensive footnotes justifying
the reduction in expenses.
"You don't have to cook the books to
come up with a picture for attaining an
objective," Bishop says. In other words,
you can increase cash flow by adding
back items such depreciation and
onetime, nonrecurring expenses.
But you have to support your recast
numbers with market-based research and
a credible explanation of why your lender
should accept them instead of the ones
used to take advantage of "loopholes" in
the tax law, as Bishop calls them.
Jerry Chautin is a local volunteer business
counselor with Manasota SCORE,
Counselors to America's Small Business.
Send business questions and stories to him
at jkchautin@aol.com and follow him on
Twitter.com/JerryChautin.


